The Beja Tribes of the Red Sea Hinterland
Rome gladly. The decay of Meroe and the building by
the Romans of cisterns, forts, and roads in the desert.
west of Kosseir and Berenice excited the Blemmyes and
the history of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th centuries a.d. is a
story of continuous conflicts between these fierce nomads
and Roman Egypt.
The civislied world is always astonished when the ruder
races win a victory over a civilised power, e.g., the Abys-
sinians at Adowa, and the Riffis at Anual ; so Gibbon
writes : " The number of the Blemmyes, scattered be-
tween the Red Sea and the Island of Meroe was incon-
siderable, their disposition unwarlike, their weapons rude
and inoffensive. Yet these barbarians, whom antiquity,
shocked with the deformity of their figure, has almost
excluded from the human species, presumed to rank
themselves among the enemies of Rome."
In 268 they actually subdued much of Upper Egypt
and forced Rome to negotiate. A decade later they were
driven out of Egypt but were soon back again and Dio-
cletian weakly paid Danegeld to them so that they domi-
nated the Assuan-Halfa reach for two more centuries.
In 451 the Emperor Marcian finally defeated them and
his treaty allowed the Beja priests to sacrifice to Isis at
Philae and even to remove her image for certain festivals
in the hills.
But Isis lost favour and Christianity was adopted by
many Beja, by influence from Nubia and Abyssinia,
about 600 or 700 a.d. and a Coptic Bishop called Barnabas
was appointed to Aidhab to minister to sailors and mer-
chants. Aidhab was a port near Kalaib whence alleged
gold was exported. Christianity persisted among the
Beja for at least 600 years, reaching its peak about 1150.
A century later some were still Christians, some Moslems,
and some pagan. A very few relics of both Christianity
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